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NEW DELHI: Congress leader Rahul Gandhi's chopper may have flown into trouble and broken aviation rules had its landing in Sitapur on Monday been
delayed by a mere three minutes. A preliminary DGCA probe into the Dauphin chopper's flight â€” made controversial by UP Congress chief Rita Bahuguna's
remark that Rahul "risked his life by landing in zero visibility" â€” here on Wednesday gave the pilots a clean chit because of this critical 180-second grace
period.
A DGCA civil aviation requirement (series A, part 1, 453) says that flights under visual flight rules (flown by pilot's vision and not aided by ATC or any
instrument at touchdown point) can fly from 20 minutes before sunrise to 20 minutes after sunset. At sunset and sunrise, the sun is at zero degrees to the
horizon but its light is there and remains there when it is six degrees below the horizon in both morning and evening â€” a journey that takes about 20 minutes.
"The local administration says sun set at 5.13 pm and the chopper landed at 5.34 pm. So the chopper landed 17 minutes after sunset and was within the
20-minute post-sunset period. The pilots did not break any rule," said highly placed sources. Following the preliminary inquiry in which the chopper pilots were
quizzed here, the DGCA team concluded landing happened at 5.25 pm when "visibility was a good 2 km and light satisfactory". "The pilot said there was no
conversation with any passenger about the landing," said sources, contradicting Rita Bahuguna's claim that Rahul impressed upon the pilot to land well after
sunset.
Sources added that before Rahul, a chopper carrying special protection group (SPG) personnel touched down at Sitapur. As per VVIP protocol, they first
sanitised the place, secured all access points and then the dust blown from their landing had to settle down before the Gandhi scion's chopper could be asked
to land. "During this while, the chopper was hovering there only waiting to get the go-ahead from SPG to land," said sources.
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